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On July 28, 2019 Family Federation for World Peace and Unification-Cambodia organized the Heavenly 

Tribal Messiah Blessing Event in Khsem Khsant Commune, Oudong District, Kampong Speu Province 

with 430 Couples. This blessing event was initiated by Taiwanese and Brazilian Family: Mr. Joao Paulo 

Silva Do Vale and Mrs. Ming Ching Shieh, who recently registered under the FFWPU-Cambodia. 

 

This event was cooperated with provincial government of Kampong Speu. FFWPU-Cambodia has a good 

partnership with the Royal Government of Cambodia, who strongly support for strengthening the family 

and marriage. 

 

FFWPU-Cambodia works closely with the local government, particularly to gather a lot of people, the 

local government official should understand the significance of the marriage blessing. The working group 

of FFWPU-Cambodia conducted various meetings and educations to the district and commune leaders on 

the significance of marriage blessing and the True Parents' Philosophy. Through such educations and 

meetings, the FFWPU-Cambodia's working group and the local government officials could built mutual 

relationship and could communicate deeper into the contents of Heavenly Parents and True Parents' pure 

lineage of absolute sex and keep purity not only youth but also among husband and wife. 

 

During the blessing event, H.E Chong Pheth, Undersecretary of State of the Ministry of Rural 

Development gave a wonderful speech. He pointed out that "Father and Mother Moon have been working 

tirelessly to educate the world citizen to live in a true happiness. In this sense, their mission carries by the 

Family Federation can reach thousands of families in Cambodia." He added that "in order to achieve a 

true happiness, husband and wife must respect and keep absolute purity of sex, they must not misuse their 

love with other women or men other than his or her partner." Mr. Hajime Saito, Cheon Il Guk Special 

Envoy to Cambodia gave a very great speech related with the absolute sex between husband and wife and 



 

 

among youth. 

 

 
 

Similarly, H.E. Long Bonareth, Deputy Governor of the province, who had attended Asian Leadership 

Conference (ALC) in Bangkok, Thailand, which based on Divine Principle also gave a heartfelt speech. 

She emphasized that "this Family Blessing Festival is prime force for bring thousands of families to reach 

their life goal: happiness." 

 

Finally, the representative couple Mr. Joao Paulo Silva Do Vale and Mrs. Ming Ching Shieh gave a 

congratulate speech. They said that "from now on they will be closely connected to these families as their 

tribal area. They fall in love to the people in the community." Participants were so happy to see 

international-young and beautiful couple who determined to cooperates with the local for spreading True 

Parents teaching and tradition. 

 

 


